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ABSTRACT 

Bronchial thermoplasty (BT) is to date the only therapy that provides a lasting reduction in 

airway wall remodelling. However, the mechanism of action of BT is not well understood. This 

study aimed to characterise the changes of remodelling regulating signalling pathways by BT in 

asthma. 

Bronchoalveolar lavage fluid (BALF) was obtained from eight patients with severe asthma 

before and after BT. Primary bronchial epithelial cells were isolated from 23 patients before 

(n=66) and after (n=62) BT. Epithelial cell culture supernatant (Epi.S) was collected and 

applied to primary fibroblasts. 

Epithelial cells obtained from asthma patients after BT proliferated significantly faster compared 

with epithelial cells obtained before BT. In airway fibroblasts, BALF or Epi.S obtained before BT 

increased CCAAT enhancer-binding protein-β (C/ΕΒΡβ) expression, thereby downregulating 

microRNA-19a. This upregulated extracellular signal-regulated kinase-1/2 (ERK1/2) 

expression, protein arginine methyltransferase-1 (PRMT1) expression, cell proliferation and 

mitochondrial mass. BALF or Epi.S obtained after BT reduced the expression of C/ΕΒΡβ, 

ERK1/2, peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor-γ coactivator-1a (PGC1α), PRMT1 and 

mitochondrial mass in airway fibroblasts. Proteome and transcriptome analyses indicated that 

epithelial cell-derived heat shock protein-60 (HSP60) is the main mediator of BT effects on 

fibroblasts. Further analysis suggested that HSP60 regulated PRMT1 expression, which was 

responsible for the increased mitochondrial mass and α-smooth muscle actin expression by 

asthmatic fibroblasts. These effects were ablated after BT. These results imply that BT reduces 

fibroblast remodelling through modifying the function of epithelial cells, especially by reducing 

HSP60 secretion and subsequent signalling pathways that regulate PRMT1 expression. 

We therefore hypothesise that BT decreases airway remodelling by blocking epithelium-derived 

HSP60 secretion and PRMT1 in fibroblasts. 
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Introduction 

Asthma is characterised by irreversible structural changes of the airway wall [1, 2], resulting in 

hyperresponsiveness and stiffness of the tissue [3, 4]. Remodelling is not reduced by asthma 

therapies, except bronchial thermoplasty (BT) [5, 6]. In clinical trials, BT improved quality of 

life, and reduced exacerbation rates and hospitalisation, which correlated with reduced airway 

remodelling [6, 7]. 

The function of the airways is regulated by the interaction of epithelial and subepithelial 

mesenchymal cells. In asthma, this communication is disrupted, leading to irreversible tissue 

structural changes [8, 9]. Airway wall remodelling is resistant to all available asthma drugs [10, 

11], whereas BT was found to modify the function of subepithelial mesenchymal cells and the 

composition of the extracellular matrix, and to reduce inflammation [5, 6, 12, 13]. BT was also 

found to reduce the mass of airway smooth muscle [5, 6, 14], and decrease neuroendocrine-

activated epithelial cells and inflammation [11-13]. However, it is unclear if all these effects 

resulted from “burning off smooth muscle”. 

Thus, BT might achieve its beneficial effects by modulating the methylation of DNA, histone-3 or 

noncoding RNA, which have been linked to asthma-associated remodelling [15, 16]. A major 

enzyme controlling methylation is protein arginine methyltransferase-1 (PRMT1), which was 

constitutively upregulated in airway smooth muscle cells of asthma patients [17]. PRMT1 

contributes to the pathogenesis of lung cancer, pulmonary fibrosis, pulmonary hypertension, 

chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) and asthma [18]. In an animal model of allergic 

asthma, PRMT1 was cell type specifically regulated in airway epithelial and mesenchymal cells 

during acute and chronic inflammation [19-22]. Platelet-derived growth factor-BB stimulated 

PRMT1 expression and remodelling by downregulating microRNA-19a (miR-19a), thereby 

upregulating extracellular signal-regulated kinase-1/2 (ERK1/2) mitogen-activated protein 

kinase (MAPK) expression and activity [17, 23]. 

This study investigated if BT affects the regulatory mechanism of PRMT1 on mitochondria 

activity and subsequent remodelling in airway fibroblasts. 
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Methods 

PATIENT COHORTS 

In total, 66 endobronchial tissue biopsies were obtained from 51 patients with severe asthma 

(according to Global Initiative for Asthma guidelines) by the lung clinic (University Hospital 

Basel, Basel, Switzerland) before BT and 62 biopsies were obtained from 23 patients at 4, 8 and 

12 weeks after BT. BT was performed according to a standardised protocol. Table 1 presents the 

clinical characteristics of the patients. 

All patients provided written informed consent. The study was approved by the local 

Institutional Ethical Committee of Northwest and Central Switzerland (EKNZ 2016-01057). 

STUDY DESIGN 

Endobronchial biopsies and bronchoalveolar lavage fluid (BALF) were collected before and after 

BT. Tissue biopsies were used to isolate primary epithelial cells and fibroblasts (see the Cell 

isolation and characterisation section). BALF was aliquoted and used for proteomic analysis or 

was stored (-20°C) for experiments with fibroblasts. A graphic summary of the study design is 

provided in figure 1. 

BALF AND BRONCHOSCOPY 

BALF was collected and bronchoscopy was performed according to standard procedures before 

and after BT. 

BALF PROTEOMIC ANALYSIS AND KYOTO ENCYCLOPEDIA OF GENES AND 

GENOMES PATHWAY ANALYSIS 

Proteomic analyses were performed in BALF samples of seven asthma patients before and after 

BT and compared in pairs. Mass spectrometric analysis was performed in 200 μL BALF by the 

SWATH method on a Q-Exactive HF platform (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) and 

analysed by Spectronaut software (https://biognosys.com) against the Proteomics Core Facility 

internal HEK cell line spectral library (Biocentre, University of Basel, Basel, Switzerland). The 

retention time was calibrated by internal indexed retention time standard peptides (iRT Kit; 

Biognosys). All data are provided as supplementary material. 

Statistical analysis of BALF proteomics was performed using OmicShare tools 

(www.omicshare.com/tools) after removing results with low abundance values. Kyoto 

Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) pathway analysis was conducted to identify BT-

modified signalling pathways by comparing protein profiles before and after BT. 

Table 1. Clinical characteristics of the patient cohorts before and after bronchial thermoplasty (BT) 

 Before BT After BT p-value 

Subjects 52 25  
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Sex    

Female 26 13  

Male 26 12  

Age years 56.9±1.4 61.6±2.5 0.046# 

BMI kg.m-2 25.9±0.5 27.5±1.1 0.29# 

Atopy 30 8 0.77¶ 

Pre-BD FEV1 % pred 65.1±2.2 63.0±2.8 0.63# 

Post-BD FEV1 % pred 71.8±2.3 68.2±2.7 0.44# 

Post-BD FEV1/FVC % 58.4±1.6 52.1±1.7 0.041# 

TLC % pred 102.8±1.9 103.0±2.7 0.96# 

RV % pred 112.4±2.1 105.3±3.8 0.23# 

cDLCO % pred 88.1±2.1 90.1±3.0 0.66# 

FENO 46.2±3.9 34.3±4.1 0.14# 

ICS/LABA 45 19 0.66¶ 

LAMA 20 12 0.02¶ 

OCS 23 13 0.07¶ 

Current or previous omalizumab use 3 0 NA 

Data are presented as n or mean±sd, unless otherwise stated. BMI: body mass index; BD: bronchodilator; FEV1: 
forced expiratory volume in 1 s; FVC: forced vital capacity; TLC: total lung capacity; RV: residual volume; cDLCO: 
diffusing capacity of the lung for carbon monoxide corrected for haemoglobin level; FENO: exhaled nitric oxide 
fraction; ICS: inhaled corticosteroid; LABA: long-acting β-agonist; LAMA: long-acting muscarinic antagonist; OCS: oral 
corticosteroid; NA: not applicable. # : t-test; ¶: Chi-squared four fields statistic. 

Figure 1 Study design. 

 

BT: bronchial thermoplasty; BALF: bronchoalveolar lavage fluid; ECM: extracellular matrix; siRNA: small interfering 
RNA; NGS: next-generation sequencing; KEGG: Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes. Endobronchial biopsies 
and BALF were obtained from 23 patients with severe asthma before and after undergoing BT. Primary epithelial cells 
and fibroblasts were isolated by selective medium from each biopsy. Experimental BT (10 s, 65°C submerged in a 
water bath) was performed with epithelial cells, and cell culture medium was collected after 24 h and used to treat 
fibroblasts. In parallel, fibroblasts were exposed to BALF (diluted 1:1 in fibroblast medium) over different time 
intervals. 
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CELL ISOLATION AND CHARACTERISATION 

Primary bronchial epithelial cells were isolated from biopsies by cell type selective medium CnT-

PR-A (CellnTec, Bern, Switzerland), and were characterised by positive staining for E-cadherin 

and cytokeratin-13 and negative staining for fibronectin (supplementary figure S1). The culture 

epithelial cell supernatant (Epi.S) was collected from confluent epithelial cells. 

Subepithelial bronchial fibroblasts were generated from nonasthma (n=8) and asthma (n=10) 

patients in selective medium (CnT-PR-F; CellnTec), and were characterised by positive staining 

for fibronectin and negative staining for E-cadherin and fibrilar α-smooth muscle actin (α-SMA) 

(supplementary figure S1) [20]. All experiments were performed between passage 2 and 5. 

NEXT-GENERATION SEQUENCING 

Next-generation sequencing (NGS) analysis was performed in primary airway epithelial cell 

lines (n=9) obtained before and after experimental BT. Confluent cell layers (25 cm flasks) were 

exposed for 10 s to either 37°C (control) or 65°C (experimental BT) in a water bath. The flasks 

were then placed in a humidified incubator for 24 h at 37°C, 5% CO2. Total RNA was isolated and 

assessed for differential mRNA expression of the entire human genome by NGS. RNA libraries 

were prepared using a TruSeq Stranded mRNA Sample Kit (Illumina, San Diego, CA, USA). mRNA 

was enriched from total RNA (500 ng) by an oligo-dT bead system and fragmented 

enzymatically. First- and second-strand syntheses were performed, and double-stranded cDNA 

was purified (AMPure XP; Thermo Fisher Scientific). The cDNA was 3’-adenylated and Illumina 

sequencing adaptors ligated onto the fragments. mRNA libraries were pre-amplified by PCR and 

purified (AMPure XP), and the size distribution was validated and quality inspected on a 

BioAnalyzer 4200 TapeStation (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, USA). High-quality 

libraries were pooled at equimolar concentrations (BioAnalyzer Smear Analysis; Agilent 

Technologies) and quantified by quantitative PCR. Optimised library pools were used to 

generate clusters on the surface of a flow cell before sequencing on a NextSeq 500 instrument 

(75 cycles; Illumina). The NGS analysis report is provided as supplementary material. 

FIBROBLAST STIMULATION AND SMALL INTERFERING RNA TREATMENT 

Fibroblasts grown in six-well plates were serum deprived (0.1% serum) overnight before being 

treated with Epi.S or BALF (mixed 1:1 with basic medium) for 24 and 48 h. 

PRMT1 activity was inhibited by 2 h pre-incubation with 10 μΜ of the protein arginine 

methyltransferase inhibitor AMI-1 (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Dallas, TX, USA). 

Quiescent fibroblasts were treated with heat shock protein-60 (HSP60) (1 μg·mL-1; Sino 

Biological, Beijing, China) or transfected by HiPerFect (TaKaRa, Kusatsu, Japan) for 48 h with 

CCAAT enhancer-binding protein-β (C/ΕΒΡβ) small interfering RNAs (siRNAs) or control 

sequences (all 50 nM) [19-23]. 
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miR-19a REAL-TIME QUANTITATIVE PCR 

miR-19a was detected in 500 ng of total RNA as described previously [17, 23] using the primer 

sequence 5’-TGT GCA AAT CTA TGC AAA ACT GA-3’. miR-19a expression was normalised to U6 

small nuclear RNA and analysed by the 2-ΔΔCt (relative quantification) method [17]. 

WESTERN BLOTTING 

Fibroblasts were lysed in RIPA buffer and protein concentration was quantified by bicinchoninic 

acid (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Equal amounts of denatured proteins (20 μg) were size 

fractionated by electrophoresis (8-16% SDS-PAGE; Thermo Fisher Scientific) and transferred 

onto polyvinylidene fluoride membranes. Proteins were detected by antibodies (PRMT1, 

peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor-γ coactivator-1α (PGC1α) or HSP60 (Abcam, 

Cambridge, UK), or phosphorylated ERK1/2 MAPK, total ERK1/2 MAPK, C/ΕΒΡβ or 

glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase (Cell Signaling Technology, Danvers, MA, USA)). 

Protein bands were visualised after binding of species-specific secondary horseradish 

peroxidase-conjugated antibodies (Abcam) by chemiluminescence (Thermo Fisher Scientific) 

[19-23]. 

IMMUNOFLUORESCENCE 

Fibroblasts, seeded on 10 mm sterile glass slides and serum deprived overnight, were treated 

with Epi.S or BALF for 0-48 h, fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde (in PBS, 2x5 min) and 

immunofluorescence staining was performed as described previously [17, 23]. Nuclei were 

stained by 4’,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI). 

MITOTRACKER STAINING 

MitoTracker (Thermo Fisher Scientific) staining was performed in quiescent fibroblasts (80% 

confluence) as described previously [23]. MitoTracker imaging was captured by an Olympus 

BX61 fluorescence microscope (Olympus Optical, Tokyo, Japan). Nuclei were stained by DAPI. 

Image analysis was performed by ImageJ version 2.0 (https://imagej.nih.gov/ij). 

FIBROBLAST ACTIVITY AND PROLIFERATION 

Fibroblast activity was determined after incubation (4 h, 37°C) with 500 μg·mL-1 MTT (3-(4,5-

dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide), before being lysed with dimethyl 

sulfoxide and absorbance measured at 560 nm (microplate reader; BioTek, Winooski, VT, USA). 

Manual cell counts (Neubauer chamber slide) were performed after 48 h and in the presence or 

absence of chemical inhibitors for signalling proteins or PRMT1 (AMI-1) [17, 23]. 

Epithelial cell numbers were determined by calculating the number of cells within a circle of 0.5 

cm diameter every second day over 10 days. 
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ELISA OF COLLAGEN TYPE I AND FIBRONECTIN DEPOSITION 

Deposition of collagen type I and fibronectin was measured by ELISA [23]. Confluent fibroblasts 

in 96-well plates were starved for 24 h and stimulated with Epi.S. Collagen type I and fibronectin 

were detected after 24 h (both antibodies 1:200; Santa Cruz Biotechnology). 

IMMUNOHISTOCHEMISTRY 

Bronchial biopsies were embedded in paraffin, cut into 5 μm slices and fixed onto glass slides. 

After de-paraffinisation, rehydration and antigen unmasking by standard procedures, slides 

were blocked in 5% bovine serum albumin (BSA), stained for PRMT1 and phosphorylated 

ERK1/2 MAPK (4°C, overnight), followed by antibody detection [19-23]. Images were examined 

by an Olympus BX61 white balance microscope. The percentage of positive cells was determined 

by double-blind visual quantification. 

CONFOCAL MICROSCOPY 

Fibroblasts seeded onto coverslips were incubated according to experiments, followed by 

fixation and cell permeabilisation [17, 23]. Coverslips were blocked by 5% BSA in PBS, and then 

incubated with anti-cytochrome c antibody (BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA, USA) and Alexa Fluor 

488-labelled secondary antibody (Thermo Fisher Scientific). F-actin was stained with TRIC-

phalloidin and nuclei were stained with DAPI. Images were acquired by a Nikon Confocal A1 

microscope (x40 1.3 NA FI oil objective of 0.225 μm Z-stack step; Nikon, Tokyo, Japan). Images 

are presented as Z-stack projections by imaging software FIJI (https://imagej.net/Fiji). Single-

cell cytochrome c expression was calculated by FIJI with the “3D objects counter” plugin. 

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 

The null hypothesis was that no treatment had any effect on signalling or PRMT1 expression. All 

data are expressed as mean±sem. The statistical analysis was performed by ANOVA followed by 

the t-test for paired sample data. The effect of inhibitors on PRMT1 and remodelling were 

analysed by one-way ANOVA. p-values <0.05 were regarded as significant. 
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Results 

BT ALTERED THE FUNCTION OF BRONCHIAL EPITHELIAL CELLS 

The generation of primary bronchial epithelial cells from tissues obtained after BT was 

significantly faster compared with cells grown from tissue obtained before BT. The increase of 

cells was determined by direct cell counts over 10 days (figure 2a and b). 

In addition to growing in direct contact to the biopsy tissue, epithelial cells growing at a distance 

>1 cm were defined as a “colony”. Before BT, 92% of all epithelial cells grew directly from the 

biopsy and expanded by forming a continuous cell monolayer. Thus, proliferation occurred 

mainly on the front of the epithelial cell layer (figure 2c). After BT, epithelial cells were 

significantly more often observed to grow at a distance from the biopsy, as soon as 1 day after 

placing the tissue in a flask (figure 2d). The position of such single epithelial cells was marked on 

the culture dish and cell numbers were counted daily. Within 2 days, single cells multiplied 

locally forming a “colony” by definition (figure 2e). Within 1 week, the colonies formed a 

homogenous monolayer of epithelial cells. 

Figure 2 Bronchial thermoplasty (BT) altered the function of bronchial epithelial cells. BBT: before BT; 

ABT: after BT. 

 

a) Proliferation of epithelial cells isolated ABT was increased compared with epithelial cells isolated from the same 
patients BBT (n=18). b) The motility of epithelial cells increased ABT as monitored by counting epithelial cell 
colonies at a distance >1 cm from the biopsy (n=12). Data are presented as mean±sem. *: p<0.05; ***: p<0.001, 
comparing BBT versus ABT. c) Representative microscopic image of epithelial cell growth out from a tissue biopsy 
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obtained BBT. d) Single epithelial cell at a distance >1 cm from tissue on the first day after starting the cell cultures of 
biopsies obtained ABT. e) Same single epithelial cell as shown in (d) 2 days later, forming a colony. 

BT REDUCED ERK1/2 MAPK ACTIVATION, PRMT1 EXPRESSION AND 

MITOCHONDRIAL MASS IN LUNG TISSUE AND PRIMARY FIBROBLASTS 

In tissue sections of asthma patients obtained before BT, ERK1/2 MAPK was phosphorylated in 

most epithelial cells and in the subepithelial mesenchymal cells. The ERK1/2 MAPK 

phosphorylation was significantly reduced in tissues obtained after BT (figure 3a). PRMT1 was 

mainly located in the nuclei (figure 3a; dark brown/black) and only a few cells showed cytosolic 

expression (figure 3a; brown), and both were reduced after BT, even 2 years after BT 

(supplementary figure S2). In isolated fibroblasts, BALF obtained before BT significantly 

decreased the expression of miR-19a, while BALF obtained after BT did not have this effect 

(figure 3b). As shown by representative Western blots and image analysis, BALF obtained before 

BT significantly increased ERK1/2 MAPK phosphorylation, and C/ΕΒΡβ and PRMT1 expression, 

while BALF obtained after BT did not (figure 3c). 

Significantly increased mitochondrial mass in fibroblasts as monitored by cytochrome c 

expression was observed in BALF obtained before BT (figure 3d; middle row) compared with 

BALF obtained after BT (figure 3d; bottom row). No difference was found comparing the 

mitochondrial mass in nonasthma patients (n=5) with asthma patients (n=6). Thus, the data 

were combined for image analysis, which is presented in figure 3d as a bar chart. 

Similar to BALF obtained before BT, Epi.S obtained from epithelial cells before BT stimulated 

PRMT1 expression by fibroblasts significantly when compared with Epi.S obtained from 

epithelial cells after BT (figure 4). Epi.S obtained after BT had a reduced stimulating effect on 

PRMT1 expression in fibroblasts. The effect on PRMT1 expression was time dependent and 

maximal after 48 h, but did not show a disease-specific effect (figure 4). 

BT REDUCED THE STIMULATORY EFFECT OF EPI.S ON FIBROBLAST 

PROLIFERATION AND MITOCHONDRIAL MASS 

Epi.S of epithelial cells obtained before BT induced ERK1/2 MAPK phosphorylation, and PRMT1 

and PGC1α expression. Western blot data was summarised as a bar chart (figure 5a) and 

confirmed by immunochemistry (figure 5b and c). The expression levels of PRMT1 and PGC1α 

correlated with MitoTracker signals (figure 5d). 

Epi.S of cells obtained before BT significantly increased fibroblast proliferation (figure 6a) and 

their overall cell activity (figure 6b) when compared with Epi.S of cells obtained after BT. There 

was no difference comparing the response of fibroblasts from nonasthma with asthma cell 

donors and therefore the data were combined. The deposition of collagen type I and fibronectin 

was not different comparing Epi.S obtained before and after BT. Under both conditions, Epi.S 

significantly increased the deposition of collagen type I and fibronectin (figure 6c and d). 
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Figure 3. Bronchial thermoplasty (BT) reduced extracellular signal-regulated kinase-1/2 (ERK1/2) 

activation, protein arginine methyltransferase-1 (PRMT1) expression and mitochondrial mass in lung 

tissue and primary fibroblasts. 

 

BBT: before BT; ABT: after BT; miR-19a: microRNA-19a; CM: control medium; C/ΕΒΡβ: CCAAT enhancer-binding 
protein-β; p-: phosphorylated; t-: total; GAPDH: glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase; BALF: bronchoalveolar 
lavage fluid. a) Representative immunohistochemistry of p-ERK1/2 mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) and 
PRMT1 in airway tissue sections obtained BBT and ABT. Black arrows: epithelium; yellow arrows: mesenchymal cells. 
Bar charts summarise image analyses results. Data are presented as median and 95% confidence interval of the 
positive percentile (n=10). Scale bars: 10 pm. *: p<0.05; **: p<0.01. b) miR-19a expression in control fibroblasts 
stimulated with BALF from asthma patients obtained BBT or ABT. Data are presented as mean±sem (n=9). c) 
Representative Western blot of the stimulatory effect of BALF from asthma patients BBT and ABT on p-ERK1/2 
MAPK, t-ERK1/2 MAPK and PRMT1 in fibroblasts. Bar charts summarise image analyses results. The horizontal lines 
indicate the level for CM. Data are presented as mean±sem of five asthmatic and five nonasthma BALF samples, each 
tested in three fibroblast lines. *: p<0.05; **: p<0.01; ***: p<0.001, comparing healthy versus other fibroblasts; #: 
p<0.05; ##: p<0.01, comparing BBT versus ABT. d) Representative confocal microscopy images of the BALF effect on 
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cytochrome c and F-actin (phalloidin). Nuclei were stained by 4‘,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI). Data are 
presented as mean±SEM (n=11) for cytochrome c staining. Scale bars: 10 pm. *: p<0.05; ***: p<0.001. 

Figure 4. 

 

The effect of epithelial cell culture supernatant (Epi.S) obtained before and after bronchial thermoplasty (BBT and 
ABT, respectively) on protein arginine methyltransferase-1 (PRMT1) expression in fibroblasts: control fibroblast 
medium (CM), nonasthma epithelial cell culture medium (EM) or Epi.S obtained BBT and ABT was applied to primary 
fibroblasts from a) healthy or b) asthmatic donors. GAPDH: glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase. 
Representative Western blots and quantitative image analysis of PRMT1 expression in fibroblasts of nonasthma and 
asthma patients at 24 and 48 h. Data are presented as mean±sem (n=4 in each group). **: p<0.01; ***: p<0.001, 
comparing CM versus others; ##: p<0.01, comparing BBT versus ABT. 

BT REDUCED MITOCHONDRIAL MASS IN FIBROBLASTS BY REDUCING C/ΕΒΡβ 

AND PRMT1 EXPRESSION 

Epi.S obtained before BT significantly increased the expression of the mitochondria activators 

C/ΕΒΡβ, PGClα and PRMT1 by fibroblasts of healthy tissue donors (figure 7a; for quantitative 

analysis, see supplementary figure S5a). The stimulatory effect of Epi.S obtained before BT was 

significantly reduced in fibroblasts pre-treated with C/EBPβ siRNA, as shown by Western blot 

(figure 7a) and immunofluorescence (figure 7b). Downregulation of C/EBPβ also reduced the 

stimulatory effect of Epi.S obtained before BT on mitochondrial mass (MitoTracker) in control 

fibroblasts (figure 7b). 

Furthermore, downregulation of C/EBPβ significantly reduced the proliferative effect of Epi.S 

obtained before BT on fibroblasts of asthma patients and controls (figure 7c). 

Epi.S obtained before BT significantly upregulated C/EBPβ, PRMT1, PGC1α, cytochrome c, 

HSP60 and α-SMA expression by fibroblasts of both asthma patients and controls (figure 8a; for 

quantitative analysis, see supplementary figure S5b). In fibroblasts treated with Epi.S obtained 

before BT, AMI-1 significantly reduced the expression of HSP60, cytochrome c and α-SMA (figure 

8a), as well as C/EBPβ expression and MitoTracker signals (figure 8b). Similarly, 
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downregulation of PRMT1 by siRNA reduced the expression of PGC1α and C/EBPβ in control 

fibroblasts (figure 8c). 

Blocking PRMT1 activity by AMI-1 also significantly reduced the pro-proliferative effect of Epi.S 

obtained before BT in fibroblasts from asthma patients and controls (figure 8d). 

PROTEOMICS ANALYSIS OF BALF AND NGS ANALYSIS IN PRIMARY EPITHELIAL 

CELLS INDICATED THAT HSP60 EXPRESSION IS REDUCED AFTER BT 

14 BALF samples were analysed by high-resolution tandem mass spectrometry that included 

extensive peptide fractionation and phospho-peptide enrichment. In total, 1137 proteins were 

identified in the BALF (supplementary figures S3 and S4). Proteins with low abundance values 

(mean <1) were excluded before data analysis by OmicShare tools. Compared with BALF 

obtained before BT, 49 differentially expressed proteins (DEPs) were identified in BALF 

obtained after BT. Among these, 28 DEPs were upregulated and 21 DEPs were downregulated 

(table 2). Most significantly, HSP60 (HSPD1) was downregulated in BALF obtained after BT 

compared with BALF obtained before BT; in contrast, mucin (MUC5A) and complement C5 were 

upregulated (figure 9a). 

To determine the effect of BT on protein/gene regulatory pathways, KEGG analysis was 

performed. KEGG analysis suggested that most BT-regulated DEPs were linked to signal 

transduction (EEF2, YWHAE, FN1, CAT, RUVBL1 and ATP1A2), infectious diseases (HSPD1, VCP, 

SERPINB1, FN1, HSPA9, C5 and YWHAE) and the immune system (S100A9, MUC5AC and C5) 

(figure 9b and c, and table 3). 

Transcriptome analysis of primary epithelial cells confirmed the modification of HSP60 

expression (table 4). Therefore, the role of HSP60 in the regulation of PRMT1 expression was 

further assessed in lung fibroblasts. Stimulation of fibroblasts with human recombinant HSP60 

(1 μg·mL-1) significantly increased the C/ΕΒΡβ and ERK1/2 MAPK signalling cascade within 2 h, 

which stimulated the expression of PRMT1 and PGC1α at 48 h (figure 9d and e; for quantitative 

Western blot analysis, see supplementary figure S5c). 

Figure 9f summarises the interaction of epithelial cells and fibroblasts, and its modification by 

BT. 
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Figure 5. Bronchial thermoplasty (BT) reduced epithelial cell-induced increase of mitochondrial mass in 

fibroblasts. 

 

p-: phosphorylated; ERK1/2: extracellular signal-regulated kinase-1/2; t-: total; PRMT1: protein arginine 
methyltransferase-1; PGC1α: peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor-γ coactivator-1α; GAPDH: glyceraldehyde 3-
phosphate dehydrogenase; CM: control medium; BBT: before BT; ABT: after BT; Epi.S: epithelial cell culture 
supernatant; DAPI: 4’,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole. a) ABT Epi.S did not induce the expression and phosphorylation of 
ERK1/2 mitogen-activated protein kinase (p-ERK1/2 or t-ERK1/2), PRMT1 and PGC1α compared with BBT Epi.S. Five 
Western blots of each group were analysed by image quantification. Data are presented as mean±sem. *: p<0.05; **: 
p<0.01; ***: p<0.001. b, c) Representative immunofluorescence of b) nuclear PRMT1 accumulation and c) PGC1α in 
healthy fibroblasts in the presence of BBT Epi.S and ABT Epi.S. d) Representative immunofluorescence of 
mitochondrial mass in healthy fibroblasts, determined by MitoTracker 48 h after exposure to BBT Epi.S and ABT Epi.S. 
Enlarged images of single cells are depicted in the right panel. Scale bars: 10 μm. 
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Figure 6. Bronchial thermoplasty (BT) reduced fibroblast proliferation and cell activation by bronchial 

epithelial cells. 

 

CM: control medium; BBT: before BT; ABT: after BT; Epi.S: epithelial cell culture supernatant; AU: arbitrary units. a) 
Direct cell counts after 48 h of incubating fibroblasts with either BBT Epi.S or ABT Epi.S (n=6). b) Fibroblast activity 
measured by MTT (3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide) over 48 h (n=4). c, d) BT had no 
effect on the deposition of c) collagen type I (COL1A1) (n=4) or d) fibronectin (n=4). Data are presented as 
mean±sem. **: p<0.01; ***: p<0.001, comparing control versus other groups; #: p<0.05, comparing BBT versus ABT. 
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Figure 7. Bronchial thermoplasty (BT) reduced the stimulatory effect of epithelial cell culture supernatant 

(Epi.S) obtained before BT (BBT) on mitochondrial mass in fibroblasts through CCAAT enhancer-binding 

protein-β (C/ΕΒΡβ) and protein arginine methyltransferase-1 (PRMT1). 

 

PGC1α: peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor-γ coactivator-1a; GAPDH: glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate 
dehydrogenase; si: small interfering; Con: control. a) In healthy fibroblasts (n=3) BBT Epi.S increased the expression 
of C/EBPβ, PGC1α and PRMT1, which was downregulated by siRNA to C/EBPβ (siC/EBPβ) within 48 h. The 
quantitative analysis of all Western blots is provided in supplementary figure S5a. b) Representative 
immunofluorescence of healthy fibroblasts in the presence of siC/EBPβ with and without BBT Epi.S, showing the 
expression of C/EBPβ, PRMT1 and MitoTracker. Scale bars: 10 μm. c) Downregulation of C/EBPβ significantly reduced 
the proliferative effect of BBT Epi.S on fibroblasts of asthma patients and controls (n=3). Data are presented as 
mean±sem. *: p<0.05; **: p<0.01, comparing control versus other groups. 
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Figure 8. Protein arginine methyltransferase-1 (PRMT1) inhibition reduced mitochondrial mass and 

regulators. 

 

C/ΕΒΡβ: CCAAT enhancer-binding protein-β; PGC1α: peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor-γ coactivator-1α; 
HSP60: heat shock protein-60; α-SMA: smooth muscle actin; GAPDH: glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase; 
Epi.S: epithelial cell culture supernatant; BT: bronchial thermoplasty; BBT: before BT; ABT: after BT; si: small 
interfering; Con: control; CM: control medium. a) BBT Epi.S-induced expression of mitochondria activators was 
reduced by AMI-1. The quantitative analysis of all Western blots (n=4 in each group) is provided in supplementary 
figure S5b. b) Representative immunofluorescence of BBT Epi.S-induced expression of C/ΕΒΡβ and MitoTracker in the 
presence and absence of AMI-1. Scale bars: 10 μm. c) Representative Western blot of siRNA for PRMT1 (siPRMT1) on 
the expression of PGC1α and C/ΕΒΡβ. The quantitative analysis of all Western blots (n=3) is shown in the bar chart 
below the blot. d) The effect of AMI-1 on BBT Epi.S-induced fibroblast proliferation (n=3). Data are presented as 
mean±SEM. *: p<0.05; **: p<0.01, comparing control versus other groups. 
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Table 2. Mass spectrometric analysis of the identified differentially expressed proteins in bronchoalveolar 

lavage fluid from patients before and after bronchial thermoplasty (BBT and ABT) 

Identified proteins Other ID Mean abundance Log2 fold 

change BBT ABT 

1 60 kDa heat shock protein, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens PE=1 SV=2 HSPD1 4280.54 2463.74 -0.7969 

2 Keratin, type I cytoskeletal 19 OS=Homo sapiens PE=1 SV=4 KRT19 2616.94 4917.62 0.9101 

3 Keratin, type II cytoskeletal 7 OS=Homo sapiens PE=1 SV=5 KRT7 1093.35 2149.87 0.9755 

4 Keratin, type II cytoskeletal 8 OS=Homo sapiens PE=1 SV=7 KRT8 2691.75 4902.23 0.8649 

5 Malate dehydrogenase, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens PE=1 SV=3 MDH2 1881.26 842.24 -1.1594 

6 Microtubule-actin cross-linking factor 1, isoforms 1/2/3/5 OS=Homo sapiens PE=1 

SV=4 

MACF1 783.97 169.33 -2.2110 

7 Peroxiredoxin-5, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens PE=1 SV=4 PRDX5 1308.76 1975.86 0.5943 

8 Stress-70 protein, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens PE=1 SV=2 HSPA9 3639.01 1899.37 -0.9380 

9 Tryptophan-tRNA ligase, cytoplasmic OS=Homo sapiens PE=1 SV=2 WARS 257.79 579.50 1.1686 

10 14-3-3 protein ε OS=Homo sapiens PE=1 SV=1 YWHAE 3198.57 2131.28 -0.5857 

11 Adenylyl cyclase-associated protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens PE=1 SV=5 CAP1 587.55 1329.49 1.1781 

12 a1B-glycoprotein OS=Homo sapiens PE=1 SV=4 A1BG 1495.41 959.05 -0.6409 

13 Apolipoprotein A-II OS=Homo sapiens PE=1 SV=1 APOA2 721.97 1295.90 0.8440 

14 Bisphosphoglycerate mutase OS=Homo sapiens PE=1 SV=2 BPGM 1123.53 548.12 -1.0355 

15 BPI fold-containing family B member 2 OS=Homo sapiens PE=1 SV=2 BPIFB2 451.55 965.35 1.0962 

16 Carbonic anhydrase 2 OS=Homo sapiens PE=1 SV=2 CA2 4680.79 3362.23 -0.4773 

17 Catalase OS=Homo sapiens PE=1 SV=3 CAT 8042.18 5430.33 -0.5665 

18 Complement C5 OS=Homo sapiens PE=1 SV=4 C5 299.76 838.17 1.4834 

19 Corticosteroid-binding globulin OS=Homo sapiens PE=1 SV=1 SERPINA6 42.82 435.59 3.3465 

20 Elongation factor 2 OS=Homo sapiens PE=1 SV=4 EEF2 2321.42 1116.40 -1.0562 

21 Fibronectin OS=Homo sapiens PE=1 SV=4 FN1 1636.02 3489.88 1.0930 

22 Glucose-6-phosphate isomerase OS=Homo sapiens PE=1 SV=4 GPI 795.71 1421.56 0.8372 

23 Glutamate-cysteine ligase catalytic subunit OS=Homo sapiens PE=1 SV=2 GCLC 0.00 369.51 18.4953 

24 Haptoglobin OS=Homo sapiens PE=1 SV=1 HP 12404.38 9081.58 -0.4498 

25 Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoproteins A2/B1 OS=Homo sapiens PE=1 SV=2 HNRNPA2B1 2281.63 1518.61 -0.5873 

26 Histone H2B type 1-D OS=Homo sapiens PE=1 SV=2 HIST1H2BD 3421.31 1953.75 -0.8083 

27 Ig α-2 chain C region OS=Homo sapiens PE=1 SV=3 IGHA2 899.41 2936.75 1.7072 

28 Ig κ chain V-I region DEE OS=Homo sapiens PE=1 SV=1  482.49 1264.18 1.3896 

29 Ig λ-2 chain C regions OS=Homo sapiens PE=1 SV=1 IGLC2 3258.10 2243.78 -0.5381 

30 Junction plakoglobin OS=Homo sapiens PE=1 SV=3 JUP 1120.90 1765.29 0.6552 

31 Keratin 13 OS=Homo sapiens PE=2 SV=1 KRT13 3842.33 6625.38 0.7860 

32 Leucine-rich repeat flightless-interacting protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens PE=1 SV=2 LRRFIP1 0.00 212.03 17.6939 

33 Leukocyte elastase inhibitor OS=Homo sapiens PE=1 SV=1 SERPINB1 934.32 1935.37 1.0506 

34 Mucin-5AC OS=Homo sapiens PE=1 SV=4 MUC5AC 4891.57 8924.54 0.8675 

35 Plectin OS=Homo sapiens PE=1 SV=3 PLEC 413.99 1312.38 1.6645 

36 Pro-cathepsin H OS=Homo sapiens PE=1 SV=4 CTSH 1375.85 690.37 -0.9949 

37 Proliferation-associated protein 2G4 OS=Homo sapiens PE=1 SV=3 PA2G4 1776.84 837.17 -1.0857 

38 Protein S100-A9 OS=Homo sapiens PE=1 SV=1 S100A9 2859.56 5597.49 0.9690 

39 Putative ciliary rootlet coiled-coil protein 2 OS=Homo sapiens PE=5 SV=3 CROCC2 611.81 2579.07 2.0757 

40 Ribonuclease inhibitor OS=Homo sapiens PE=1 SV=2 RNH1 814.96 1526.18 0.9051 

41 RuvB-like 1 OS=Homo sapiens PE=1 SV=1 RUVBL1 233.09 511.32 1.1333 

42 Serum albumin OS=Bos taurus PE=1 SV=4 ALB 13110.12 8346.83 -0.6514 

43 SH3 domain-binding glutamic acid-rich-like protein 3 OS=Homo sapiens PE=1 SV=1 SH3BGRL3 269.29 567.19 1.0747 

44 Sodium/potassium-transporting ATPase subunit α-2 OS=Homo sapiens PE=1 SV=1 ATP1A2 2686.79 1199.61 -1.1633 

45 Transitional endoplasmic reticulum ATPase OS=Homo sapiens PE=1 SV=4 VCP 4627.21 2914.24 -0.6670 

46 Transketolase OS=Homo sapiens PE=1 SV=3 TKT 1190.19 1979.28 0.7338 

47 Trypsin OS=Sus scrofa PE=1 SV=1  14295.05 9681.67 -0.5622 

48 Ubiquitin-40S ribosomal protein S27a OS=Homo sapiens PE=1 SV=2 RPS27A 1602.25 945.36 -0.7612 

49 WD repeat-containing protein 1 OS=Homo sapiens PE=1 SV=4 WDR1 618.68 1253.05 1.0182 

OS: organism species; PE: protein existence; SV: sequence version. 
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Figure 9. Proteomics analysis of bronchoalveolar lavage fluid (BALF) using the OmicShare tools indicated 

that heat shock protein-60 (HSP60) controls protein arginine methyltransferase-1 (PRMT1) expression. 

 

BT: bronchial thermoplasty; BBT: before BT; ABT: after BT; p-: phosphorylated; ERK1/2: extracellular signal-
regulated kinase-1/2; t-: total; C/ΕΒΡβ: CCAAT enhancer-binding protein-β; GAPDH: glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate 
dehydrogenase; PGC1α: peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor-γ coactivator-1a; miR-19a: microRNA-19a; si: 
small interfering. a) Heat map of differentially expressed proteins contained in BBT BALF from seven patients 
compared with ABT BALF. Each row shows the expression of a single protein and each column represents a single 
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BALF sample. The colour scale indicates high, medium and low protein expression. b) Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes 
and Genomes analysis of 49 differentially expressed proteins (table 3). c) Cytoscape map of representative signalling 
pathway networks and related genes. d) Kinetics of HSP60-stimulated p-ERK1/2, t-ERK1/2 and C/EBPβ expression in 
control fibroblasts demonstrated by Western blot. The quantitative analysis of all Western blots is provided in 
supplementary figure S5c. e) Primary fibroblasts of control patients (n=3) were treated with 1 μg·mL-1 recombinant 
human HSP60 for 48 h. The expression of C/EBPβ, PRMT1 and PGC1α was detected by Western blot. The quantitative 
analysis of all Western blots is provided in supplementary figure S5c. f) Graphic summary of the study showing that 
BT interrupts pro-remodelling signalling through PRMT1. 

Table 3. Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) pathways of differentially expressed proteins 

from bronchoalveolar lavage fluid 

KEGG A class KEGG B class Proteins n Proteins/genes 

Metabolism Global and overview maps 6 GPI, CAT, MDH2, TKT, GCLC, BPGM 

 Carbohydrate metabolism 5 CAT, MDH2, GPI, TKT, BPGM 

 Amino acid metabolism 4 GCLC, MDH2, BPGM, CAT 

 Energy metabolism 1 CA2 

 Metabolism of other amino acids 1 GCLC 

Organismal systems Endocrine system 6 ATP1A2, ALB, KRT19, KRT13, APOA2, EEF2 

 Digestive system 3 ATP1A2, CA2, APOA2 

 Immune system 3 S100A9, MUC5AC, C5 

 Excretory system 2 ATP1A2, CA2 

 Ageing 1 CAT 

 Circulatory system 1 ATP1A2 

 Nervous system 1 YWHAE 

Human diseases Infectious diseases 7 HSPD1, VCP, SERPINB1, FN1, HSPA9, C5, YWHAE 

 Cancers 4 JUP, YWHAE, HIST1H2BD, FN1 

 Neurodegenerative diseases 2 C5, CAT 

 Immune diseases 2 C5, HIST1H2BD 

 Endocrine and metabolic diseases 2 FN1, HSPD1 

 Cardiovascular diseases 1 JUP 

 Substance dependence 1 HIST1H2BD 

Cellular processes Transport and catabolism 3 CAT, PRDX5, CTSH 

 Cell growth and death 3 GCLC, YWHAE, CTSH 

 Cellular community - eukaryotes 1 FN1 

 Cell motility 1 FN1 

Genetic information processing Folding, sorting and degradation 3 HSPA9, HSPD1, VCP 

 Translation 2 WARS, RPS27A 

Environmental information processing Signal transduction 6 EEF2, YWHAE, FN1, CAT, RUVBL1, ATP1A2 

 Signalling molecules and interaction 1 FN1 

KEGG pathways analysis of mass spectrometry for bronchoalveolar lavage fluid samples obtained before versus after 
bronchial thermoplasty. 
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Table 4. Transcriptome analysis 

Gene Log2 fold change Log CPM p-value False discovery rate 

HSPA7 -6.6745634 2.94357766 2.8625E-56 4.325E-52 
CCL26 -4.0022854 1.53369684 4.5982E-36 3.4737E-32 

RN7SKP48 -8.4063178 0.00054165 4.2481E-34 2.1395E-30 

ARC -6.0359691 2.80438403 1.3802E-29 5.2134E-26 

ANKRD1 -3.5612232 2.00265271 1.2001E-17 3.6264E-14 

CRYAB -1.4560917 7.69968071 1.2704E-15 3.199E-12 

HSPA6 -6.1119842 5.60205649 1.0489E-14 2.264E-11 

VTRNA1-3 -5.0654191 2.21568985 8.9014E-13 1.6811E-09 

SPP1 -2.8175604 0.80469766 3.4552E-12 5.8005E-09 

HSPA1B -3.291132 8.25091346 1.2859E-10 1.9428E-07 

XIRP1 -4.3644087 0.39829287 4.8336E-10 6.6391E-07 

NEFM -2.8494359 2.86373374 9.6932E-10 1.2205E-06 

FOSB -2.3239735 2.72522439 2.473E-09 2.8742E-06 

RRAD -2.2480685 4.46413378 5.0727E-09 5.4745E-06 

HSPA1A -2.5310616 8.45620337 2.8287E-08 2.8492E-05 

IL1RL1 -2.2992064 1.98026678 6.8739E-08 6.4911E-05 

RASD1 -2.2417413 1.63816909 8.5819E-08 7.6273E-05 

VTRNA1-2 -4.2152004 2.37699757 2.3762E-07 0.00019946 

IL16 0.9270627 3.3688119 3.1214E-07 0.00024822 

SPON1 0.76087863 5.63037004 1.4456E-06 0.00109207 

COL15A1 1.0153401 6.86806305 1.5531E-06 0.00111743 

RP11-96K19.4 -2.3607353 -0.5695676 1.8955E-06 0.0012725 

ABCA8 0.6821761 4.63139662 1.9371E-06 0.0012725 

HIST1H2BK -0.7249494 4.90831468 2.3208E-06 0.00146106 

HBEGF -1.0262606 2.6512004 2.5521E-06 0.00150211 

UPP1 -0.6218694 4.65882924 2.5849E-06 0.00150211 

MASP1 0.81818236 7.05487073 9.1183E-06 0.00510251 

C1RL 0.44446462 5.41931433 1.1084E-05 0.00598114 

DUSP5 -0.4901746 4.66863971 1.2827E-05 0.00668276 

TNXB 0.57515764 5.54831679 1.3871E-05 0.00698593 

THBD -0.5948758 5.0121393 2.0903E-05 0.01018796 

ADAMTS8 0.79724554 5.51175195 2.3182E-05 0.01065668 

MXRA5 0.62849027 7.08606778 2.3276E-05 0.01065668 

DUSP1 -0.7788436 7.04579431 2.7687E-05 0.01230367 

MMP12 -2.2223219 3.62749486 2.9065E-05 0.01254702 

SLITRK6 0.892711 5.72816647 3.1127E-05 0.01306376 

LINC00324 -2.2447718 0.41686191 3.659E-05 0.01494156 

PLXDC2 0.52042951 5.75171529 4.2403E-05 0.01685985 

ABCA6 0.7034962 3.44538556 4.5537E-05 0.01764146 

RP11-64B16.2 -2.7001276 -0.3550856 4.9958E-05 0.01887036 

LAMA4 0.62652521 8.74391096 5.2261E-05 0.01925895 

VTRNA2-1 -5.2769676 0.22835068 5.4686E-05 0.01928778 

METTL7A 0.47147354 5.2757973 5.4893E-05 0.01928778 

LCE3D -1.2948825 1.28528292 5.8792E-05 0.02018826 

WISP1 0.823069 3.56387389 6.5606E-05 0.02183693 

LCE3E -1.2785048 1.1649956 6.6483E-05 0.02183693 

GADD45B -1.2909076 5.87248869 7.0692E-05 0.02272509 

RGS16 -1.3795921 0.16021976 8.2909E-05 0.02609742 

RP11-367F23.2 -2.5075731 0.32741435 8.6844E-05 0.026778 

AF131217.1 0.51616864 4.24716742 9.5197E-05 0.02876658 

CPM : counts per million. Nine primary epithelial cell isolates obtained before and after experimental bronchial 
thermoplasty were exposed to 37°C versus 65°C and next-generation sequencing was performed as described in the 
Methods section. Transcripts with the highest fold change between groups are shown at the top of the table. p-values 
have been adjusted using the Benjamini-Hochberg false discovery rate to correct for multiple testing. 
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Discussion 

BT is the only therapy shown to reduce remodelling in patients with severe asthma; however, 

the mechanism is unknown [6, 7, 12]. This study provides the first evidence that BT produces 

lasting effects on bronchial epithelial cell function and thereby changes some remodelling 

properties of airway wall fibroblasts. BALF and Epi.S of cells isolated from patients with severe 

asthma before BT reduced the expression of miR-19a in fibroblasts, thereby stimulating the 

expression of ERK1/2 MAPK, PGC1α and PRMT1, and thus increasing mitochondrial mass and 

fibroblast proliferation. Importantly, these effects were lost after BT. 

In an animal asthma model, PRMT1 was upregulated first in epithelial cells and later in 

mesenchymal cells, by cell type specific cytokines [19, 20, 22]. In tissue sections of asthma 

patients obtained before BT, phosphorylation of ERK1/2 MAPK and PRMT1 expression were 

high in epithelial cells and lower in 

Bronchial epithelial cells isolated after BT proliferated significantly faster than epithelial cells 

isolated from the same patients before BT, indicating improved epithelium repair capacity. 

These findings may explain improved re-epithelisation and structure adjustment, which were 

reported in clinical studies after BT [12, 24]. The response of fibroblasts to BALF or Epi.S 

suggested that the beneficial effect of BT depends on the modified function of epithelial cells. 

In human asthmatic mesenchymal cells, the constitutive expression of PRMT1 was caused by 

decreased levels of miR-19a and upregulated ERK1/2 MAPK, subsequently activating signal 

transducer and activator of transcription-1 (STAT1) that increased both PRMT1 expression and 

mitochondrial mass [17, 21, 23]. Similarly, BALF and Epi.S obtained before BT downregulated 

miR-19a, leading to increased ERK1/2 MAPK in fibroblasts. This study also confirmed that 

C/ΕΒΡβ is a negative regulator of miR-19a, as reported in other cell types [24, 25]. Furthermore, 

our observations suggest a feedback mechanism (C/EBPβmiR-19a-->ERK1/2 MAPK-->PRMT1--

>C/EBPβ) leading to fibroblast remodelling in asthma. Most importantly, such a mechanism can 

be lastingly broken by BT. 

Mitochondria function and biogenesis were required to drive airway wall remodelling in asthma 

and COPD [26-28]. Here, the mitochondria regulating proteins PGC1α, cytochrome c and HSP60 

were increased in fibroblasts by Epi.S obtained before BT and were downregulated after BT. 

In vitro, BT reduced smooth muscle mass and α-SMA in myofibroblasts [13]. Salem et al. [5] 

described that BT, over a period of 27 months, reduced airway smooth muscle cell mass, α-SMA 

expression and basement membrane thickness in 10 patients with severe asthma. In this study, 

Epi.S obtained before BT increased α-SMA expression and mitochondrial mass in fibroblasts, and 

these effects were lost in Epi.S obtained after BT. This observation may help to explain the 

lasting reduction of subepithelial mesenchymal cell numbers reported after BT [5, 11, 12]. The 

fact that in this study epithelial cells isolated after BT lost their stimulatory properties suggests 

that BT induced a lasting “re-programming”. 

Proteome analysis of BALF and transcriptome analyses in isolated epithelial cells suggested that 

HSP60 mediated most BT effects. HSP60 contributed to inflammation by activating immune cells 

[29] and inducing cell dysfunction in obese patients [30, 31]. In this study, exogenous HSP60 

increased PRMT1 expression, the corresponding signalling cascade and mitochondrial mass in 
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fibroblasts. Our results indicated that BALF and Epi.S of asthma patients obtained before BT 

caused mitochondrial dysfunction through upregulation of PGC1α-->PRMT1, which is consistent 

with earlier reports [32, 33]. 

The strength of this study is to provide a molecular biological mechanism that explains the 

lasting beneficial effect of BT on some parameters of airway wall remodelling. 

The limitations of this study include: 1) further studies assessing the consequences of BT-

induced changes on protein expression on target cell function, such as smooth muscle cells, have 

to be performed; 2) the observed BT-induced changes in the proteome and transcriptome 

should be confirmed in tissue sections from a larger number of asthma patients; 3) mass 

spectrometry could not be performed for all conditions, due to the presence of bovine albumin 

in the cell culture medium which obscured the reading (therefore we were not able to confirm 

that the secreted factors found in BALF originated from epithelial cells); and 4) we could not 

investigate all BT-induced changes due to limited availability of tissue sections after BT. 

In conclusion, we present a novel self-sustaining, remodelling driving mechanism in fibroblasts 

of asthma patients. Importantly, this mechanism could be lastingly broken by BT. Furthermore, 

the findings suggest that HSP60, miR-19a or PRMT1 may present new therapeutic targets to 

control airway wall remodelling in asthma. 
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